Fully automatic liver segmentation in CT images using modified graph cuts and feature detection.
Liver segmentation from CT images is a fundamental step in trajectory planning for computer-assisted interventional surgery. In this paper, we present a fully automatic procedure using modified graph cuts and feature detection for accurate and fast liver segmentation. The initial slice and seeds of graph cuts are automatically determined using an intensity-based method with prior position information. A contrast term based on the similarities and differences of local organs across multi-slices is proposed to enhance the weak boundaries of soft organs and to prevent over-segmentation. The term is then integrated into the graph cuts for automatic slice segmentation. Patient-specific intensity and shape constraints of neighboring slices are also used to prevent leakage. Finally, a feature detection method based on vessel anatomical information is proposed to eliminate the adjacent inferior vena cava with similar intensities. We performed experiments on 20 Sliver07, 20 3Dircadb datasets and local clinical datasets. The average volumetric overlap error, volume difference, symmetric surface distance and volume processing time were 5.3%, -0.6%, 1.0 mm, 17.8 s for the Sliver07 dataset and 8.6%, 0.7%, 1.6 mm, 12.7 s for the 3Dircadb dataset, respectively. The proposed method can effectively extract the liver from low contrast and complex backgrounds without training samples. It is fully automatic, accurate and fast for liver segmentation in clinical settings.